
One Wedding Wish

Melbourne, VIC 3000
Australia

Phone: 0438 713 558

Wedding planning in Melbourne, VICOne Wedding Wish exists to help couples

discover their most perfect day through custom-designed wedding styling, flowers

and our passion for the details.Since 2009, couples all across Melbourne have fallen

in love with our way of weaving their personality, love story and inner style into a

classy, romantic and beautifully finished wedding affair. We are a warm, fun and

approachable team who love what we do. We listen and we observe. We get lost in

your words so we can find the stories that breathe heart and meaning to your day.

Every wedding you see on our website is authentically our work. No

exceptions!Designed with love right here in our Melbourne studio, crafted by hand,

meticulously placed, framed by hours upon hours of preparation behind the scenes.

We forage for the best suppliers in Melbourne and have a soft spot for small

businesses who share the same passion as we do for weddings. Our role is to

ensure seamless cohesion through your wedding, from the bridal bouquets you

carry, your reception centrepieces and tablescape, the flowers and colors that

communicate your desired mood, right down to the fonts used on your welcome

signs, menus, and placecards. We encourage you to spend some time on our

website and take in the images of our real weddings. Our style is evolving,

sometimes elegant and contemporary, and other times romantic, rustic and

warm.One Wedding Wish approaches weddings from both an aesthetics and

practical perspective, combining not only visually beautiful decorative pieces, but

we take the time to understand your entire day so that every moment is engaging,

every space an experience, and every guest embraced in celebration. Underlying all

our weddings, you'll always find our hallmark of freshness and attention to detail.

Our bespoke styling service starts from $3500 and includes one-on-one

consultations, venue inspection, a custom-designed Style Plan, supplier integration

and full coordination of the style vision. Our expert crew is there on the day to setup
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and packdown so all you have to do is relish every moment of this once in a lifetime

day!

Visit Website
Send Message
Email Friend
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